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j i)  E(j i)
t
: (4)
Note that in Eqs. (3) and (4), the limit is the same from











For any two-qubit HamiltonianH, Ref. [1] shows that

















In terms of this canonical form, the optimal single-shot
entanglement capacity of any two-qubit interaction with-

















 1:9123 ; (7)
where the maximum is obtained at x
0











Reference [2] considers the asymptotic entanglement
capacity E
H
for an arbitrary Hamiltonian H. E
H
is de-
ned as the maximum average rate at which entangle-
ment can be produced by using many interacting pairs
of systems, in parallel or sequentially. These systems
may be acted on by arbitrary collective local operations
(attaching or discarding ancillary systems, unitary trans-
formations, and measurements). Furthermore, classical
communication between A and B and possibly mixed
initial states are allowed. Reference [2] proves that the
asymptotic entanglement capacity in this general setting



















j i)  E(j i)
t
: (8)
Note that the denition of the capacity involves a supre-
mumover both all possible states and all possible interac-
tion times, but in fact it can be expressed as a supremum
over states and a limit as t ! 0, with the limit and the
supremum taken in either order.
Let j i be the optimal input in Eq. (4) or (8). When
j i is nite dimensional, the entanglement capacity can
be achieved [1, 2] by rst ineÆciently generating some
EPR pairs, and repeating the following three steps: (i)




evolve each j i according to H for a short time Æt, and






























 0 ; (9)










The optimal input is therefore a two-qubit state, and the
optimal protocol applies. In particular, for these Hamil-

















entanglement can be optimally generated from a 2-qubit





tioned above, this result is not generic, since ancillas in-
crease the amount of entanglement generated by some

















In the following, we will focus on computing the









One way to see that this is suÆcient to determine the
asymptotic entanglement capacity of K in Eq. (9) is to

















for two-qubit Hamiltonians. The
asymptotic equivalence of K and K
0
is based on the fol-
lowing two facts: (i) K
0
and fast local unitary trans-
formations on qubits A and B can simulate K [8]; con-
versely, (ii) the Hamiltonian K can be used to simulate
K
0
given a catalytic maximally entangled state, without





can be re-used [9]. Therefore, Hamiltonians K and K
0
are asymptotically equivalent resources given local op-
erations and an asymptotically vanishing amount of en-






could be generalized to other capacities, but for the spe-
cic case of entanglement capacity, a simpler proof is
available. The simulation (i), which does not require









, we will see that the protocol of Ref. [1] saturates





with no need for ancillas
to achieve either capacity.
We now present the optimization of Eq. (8) for K
xx
.
We suppose that in addition to the qubits A and B on
which K
xx





used, where d is arbitrary. We can always write the


























































, and we have used the fact that
(I 




for any operator M . Dening  := tr
BB
0
j ih j, the en-































[H; j ih j] = 2 Imtr
BB
0
(Hj ih j) : (18)





















































where we have introduced X := 
x

 I, with the identity
operator acting on the ancilla. The rst equality follows
simply from substitution of K
xx
and j i by their expres-
sions in Eqs. (11) and (15); the second uses Eq. (16); and
































































Letting U; V; attain the supremum in Eq. (21) (up to





















































and the symbol Æ denotes the Hadamard (i.e., element-
wise) product of matrices. In the second line of Eq. (23)
we have used
ImtrA = tr(A  A
y
)=2i (25)





last line can be checked by explicitly writing the trace in
terms of matrix elements.











































x(1  x) log[x=(1  x)]
=   1:9123 ; (26)
where P is a permutation operator and x 2 [0; 1]. The
rst line uses the triangle inequality. The second in-







j is a doubly
substochastic matrix [16]. Indeed, for any two complex









































)=2 = 1; (27)









j, is doubly substochastic. Therefore a doubly













































jP ). Finally, the third inequality in Eq. (26)







































































=  ; (29)






= 1. Comparison of Eqs. (7) and









4We have shown that ancillary systems are not needed
when optimizing entanglement generation by any two-
qubit Hamiltonian with canonical form given by Eq. (9).
More specically, there is a universal optimal two-qubit






















As an application of the above, we discuss how to use
the Hamiltonian K to enable classical communication
between Alice and Bob. This has been studied in [2],




(the maximum rate for the Hamiltonian H
to communicate from Alice to Bob when free, unlimited










































































S is the von Neumann entropy. Reference [2] also de-
scribes a protocol to achieve the rate in the bracket of
Eq. (31) for any ensemble E .
For any two-qubit Hamiltonian H, Ref. [6] constructs








. This ensemble, which is not necessarily
optimal, is dened in terms of an optimal state for entan-
glement generation. This ensemble E
1
can now be made



















































































and therefore the net rate at which classical bits are
transmitted is indeed =Æt = E
K
.
Next we present an alternative ensemble E
2
of product














































































































single qubit ancillas on each side. The vertical axis in the left
gure is in units of .
Here, we use K to simulate K
0
[9], under which the en-














































is the binary entropy). Thus the communica-
tion rate is again =Æt = E
K
.
The main dierence between these two ensembles is
that the states in ensemble E
1
are entangled whereas the
states in ensemble E
2
are not. In the rst case the in-
teraction K is used to decrease the degree of entangle-
ment between Alice and Bob or, equivalently, to make the




less mixed and thus more
distinguishable. The same increase of distinguishability





by conditionally rotating them with K, in a way that
they become more orthogonal to each other. We note,





using dierent remote state preparation techniques [17].
In conclusion, we have computed the asymptotic en-
tanglement capacities of all two-qubit Hamiltonians that















showing that this capacity can be achieved without the
use of ancillas. However, as discussed above, ancillas
are necessary to achieve the capacity in general. Al-
though we do not have a closed form expression for the
capacity of an arbitrary two-qubit Hamiltonian, we can
present partial results in this direction. The numeri-
cally optimized entanglement capacity of a general two-
qubit Hamiltonian is shown in Fig. 1. Numerically, we
nd that the optimum can be achieved with single-qubit
















































































> 0, and ; ';  2 [0; 2). This ex-
pression was found by investigating the structure of the
numerical optimum, and it agrees well with the numer-
ical results. It does not seem possible to simplify this
expression further, which suggests that in general, ca-
pacities may not have simple closed form expressions, but
can only be expressed as maximizations of multivariable
transcendental functions. Nevertheless, it would be use-
ful to show that this maximization can be taken over a
nite number of parameters by proving an upper bound
on the dimension of the ancillas.
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